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Theme : I\4oral and Social Values

Organised by i R.D, p.S.
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File Accession I Intra-Class Activities

OBJECTIVES:

. To inculcate and enhance dramatics skill of the Jearners

. To facilitate collaborative learning and essence of team spirit

DESCRIPTION:

"We:rre all born as empty vessels which can be shaped by moral values.-
lerry Springer

Ivoral values are the values and ethics that help us lead a righteous fe. I\4oral values
shouid be inculcated in childhood so that they have a strong foundation, and our jjfe is
imbued with the values. Io inculcate the same in students, an Intra class activjty _ Natak
IYanchan - was conducted. Audition was taken and students were selected on the basis of
dialogue delivery. Brainstorming was taken up on sociar and moral varues to finarise the
script. Learners were involved to develop the script. The students, in groups of 6_8,
presented a play that focused on the moral and social values. Njajor themes of the plays
included'Honesiy', .Jealousy, and'Hard work,. The students participated enthusiastically in
the activity. They used appropriate props for the same. The best perforrnance was serected
out of the five pefformances. The students were motivatej'to be honest and to work hard
in everything that they do. overar, the activity was beneficiar for a| and a rearning
experience too.
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